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Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repository
•
•
•
•
•
•

Backups
Fixity checking (cosmic ray errors)
Content migration
Administrative metadata
All actions must be reversible
Track who did what and when

We chose Preservica for
preservation

Implementation
•
•
•
•

Webinars
Learning to migrate content
Building batch workflows
Extra scripts to create metadata bundles

New items
•
•
•
•

Batch migrating old items is different from
Ingesting new items into the IRs + Preservica.
New workflows
New policies

Public Preservation Policy
•
•
•
•

To help staff make decisions
To enforce and justify those decisions
We looked at 3 dozen examples
Most were based on Cornell’s

Cornell’s policy

Cornell’s Digital Preservation Policy
•
•
•
•

Purpose – what they are going to do
Mandate- why they have the authority
Objectives – specific goals to meet purpose
Scope – Classes of what are they going to
preserve
• Operating principles – how they are going to
meet the objectives
• Roles/Responsibilities – Which position does
what
https://ecommons.cornell.edu/handle/1813/11230

Cornell’s Digital Preservation Policy
• Selection and Acquisition – criteria for
selecting items for preservation
• Preservation – which preservation activities
• Access/Use – Format migration decisions
• Challenges – each institution will have their
own
• Cooperation/Collaboration – to develop
preservation practices
https://ecommons.cornell.edu/handle/1813/11230

What will we preserve?
• Scholarly works
• Digitized material
• Datasets

What won’t we preserve?
• Emails
• Websites
• Work in progress

Triage, process initiation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Form for initiating a digital project
Name of project
Contact information
Description of project
Size of anticipated digital files
File types
Anticipated format migration needs
Etc.

Our Progress
• We are still in the process of developing our
policy.
• Depends in part on the workflows and
personnel positions.
• Draft the policy with positions and duties
rather than named people.
• Have multiple people who can perform the
same task.

Questions?
•

